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With the heart, daring, and evocative
atmosphere of Winters Bone and True Grit,
and driven by the raw, whip-smart voice of
Percy James, a blistering debut about a
fearless sixteen-year old girl whose search
for her missing mother leads to an
unexpected discovery, and a life or death
struggle in the harsh frozen landscape of
the Upper Midwest.As a blizzard bears
down, Percy James sets off to find her
troubled mother, Carletta. For years, Percy
has had to take care of herself and Mamaa
woman whos been unraveling for as long
as her daughter can remember. Fearing
Carletta is strung out on meth and that she
wont survive the storm, Percy heads for
Shelton Potters cabin, deep in the woods of
Northern Michigan. A two-bit criminal, as
incompetent as he his violent, Shelton has
been smoking his own cook and grieving
the death of his beloved Labrador, Old
Bo.But when Percy arrives, there is no sign
of Carletta. Searching the house, she finds
Shelton and his girlfriend drugged into
oblivionand a crying baby girl left alone in
a freezing room upstairs. From the moment
the baby wraps a tiny hand around her
finger, Percy knows she must save hera
split-second decision that is the beginning
of a dangerous odyssey in which she must
battle the elements and evade Shelton and a
small band of desperate criminals, hell-bent
on getting that baby back.Knowing she and
the child cannot make it alone, Percy seeks
help from Carlettas ex, Portis Dale, who is
the closest thing shes ever had to a father.
As the storm breaks and violence erupts,
Percy will be forced to confront the
haunting nature of her mothers affliction
and finds her own fate tied more and more
inextricably to the baby she is determined
to save.Filled with the sweeping sense of
cultural and geographic isolation of its
settingthe hills of fictional Cutler County in
northern Michiganand told in Percys
unflinching style, Sweetgirl is an affecting
exploration of courage, sacrifice, and the
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ties that binda taut and darkly humorous
tour-de-force that is horrifying, tender, and
hopeful.
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Sweetgirl: A Novel - Kindle edition by Travis Mulhauser. Literature Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Rachel
Hollis is the editor in chief and founder of the Sweet Girl (The Girls Series Book 2) - Kindle edition by Rachel Hollis.
Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Book Review: The Sweet Girl By Annabel
Lyon : NPR Jul 5, 2013 Now, in Annabel Lyons masterful historical novel, The Sweet Girl, we see him also as parent
to a strong-willed girl. It is she who drives the The Sweet Girl: Annabel Lyon: 9780307359445: Books - This
item:Sweet Girl (The Girls Series) by Rachel Hollis MP3 CD $9.25 Start reading Sweet Girl (The Girls Series Book 2)
on your Kindle in under a minute. a book review by Autumn Markus: Sweetgirl Feb 12, 2016 A lean gutpunch of a
novel surfaced from Cutler County this month, and its name is Sweetgirla lyrical tale that practically demands to be read
Sweetgirl: A Novel Washington Independent Review of Books Feb 2, 2016 [Sweetgirl is] filled with true wit,
cunning, and the unwanted wisdom of a child denied a childhood. This novel comes on like the blizzard at its Sweetgirl
by Travis Mulhauser Reviews, Discussion - Goodreads Sweetgirl has 1691 ratings and 330 reviews. The first thing
I noticed about this book was how wonderfully it was written, the words and the plot just flowed Sweet Girl (The Girls
Series Book 2) - Kindle edition by Rachel Travis Mulhausers Sweetgirl is a compulsively readable novel no doubt
about it - finish the first chapter and you will be hooked, I guarantee. This book is Images for Sweet Girl: A Novel
Travis Mulhauser (Author of Sweetgirl) - Goodreads Jun 11, 2013 Canadian writer Annabel Lyon has a special gift
when it comes to time travel. Her new novel The Sweet Girl carries us back to ancient Greece, Book review: The Sweet
Girl by Annabel Lyon - The Boston Globe Editorial Reviews. Review. I want to give this novella more than 5 stars! It
is sweet, hot and heartbreaking all in one. - Kame Book Review Cristin Harber has Sweetgirl: A Novel - Travis
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Mulhauser - Google Books Mar 9, 2016 Sweetgirl, the debut novel by Durham resident Travis Mulhauser, is a
slow-burning yet electrifying tale set in the dead of winter in northern Travis Mulhauser Sends Southern Writing
Through a Michigan Jun 20, 2013 In her new historical novel, The Sweet Girl, about Aristotles headstrong, intelligent
daughter, Pythias, Annabel Lyon has vividly brought Book Review: Sweetgirl, By Travis Mulhauser : NPR READ A
SAMPLE LISTEN TO SAMPLE ENLARGE BOOK COVER Sweetgirl. A Novel. by Travis Mulhauser. On Sale:
02/02/2016. Format: E-book. Sweetgirl: A Novel: Travis Mulhauser: 9780062400826 - Sweetgirl: A Novel [Travis
Mulhauser] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. With the heart, daring, and evocative atmosphere of Winters
Bone Sweetgirl - Travis Mulhauser - E-book - HarperCollins Publishers Jan 17, 2013 This sparely written novel,
follow-up to The Golden Mean, attempts to fill in the Now Lyon is back with a follow-up, The Sweet Girl, this time
Sweetgirl - travis mulhauser Aristotles strong-willed daughter shapes her own destiny in this captivating novel by the
award-winning author of The Golden Mean. Aristotle has never been The Sweet Girl by Annabel Lyon review
Books The Guardian Apr 12, 2016 Travis Mulhauser was born and raised in Northern Michigan. His novel,
Sweetgirl, (Ecco/Harper Collins) has been listed for The Center for Sweetgirl: A Novel by Travis Mulhauser,
Paperback Barnes & Noble Sweetgirl has 1711 ratings and 333 reviews. The first thing I noticed about this book was
how wonderfully it was written, the words and the plot just flowed Sweetgirl: A Novel: Travis Mulhauser:
9780062400833 - Sweetgirl is a gritty, compelling novel of a world where even a sixteen-year-old must confront what
Edith Wharton called the hard considerations of the poor. Sweet Girl (The Girls Series): Rachel Hollis:
0889290486158 Buy Sweet Girl (The Girls Series) by Rachel Hollis (ISBN: 9781477829516) from Amazons Book
Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. travis mulhauser - Home Nov 1, 2016 The Paperback of the Sweetgirl: A
Novel by Travis Mulhauser at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! Interview: Durham Author Travis
Mulhauser on His Harshly Beautiful Feb 2, 2016 A story about violence, drug addiction and family dysfunction
could have been too bleak, but Travis Mulhausers Sweetgirl is nuanced, with Sweet Girl (The Girls Series): : Rachel
Hollis Feb 1, 2016 Sweetgirl by Travis Mulhauser book review. Click to read the full review of Sweetgirl in New York
Journal of Books. Review written by Autumn A Sweet Girl Graduate by L.T. Meade Reviews, Discussion Feb 2,
2016 With the heart, daring, and evocative atmosphere of Winters Bone and True Grit, and driven by the raw,
whip-smart voice of Percy James, The Sweet Girl: Annabel Lyon: 9780345803665: : Books Sweet Girl is part of The
Girls series but can be read as a standalone. It features a different narrator (although the narrator of the first book is in
this book). I would Sweet Girl (The Girls, #2) by Rachel Hollis Reviews, Discussion A Sweet Girl Graduate has 139
ratings and 17 reviews. I was fascinated by this book, published in 1891, about a poor country girl who goes to a
womens
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